
Four kinds of leather make! Adidas,
Consortium, Stan, Smith-1626,, The, Shoe,
Surgeon, Jordan, desig - News Reports Release

as Adidas Originals classic shoes, Stan Smith recently released a new Consortium series of single products. The version and
minimalist continues its signature style, a new series of the snakeskin pattern, and ostrich skin burst crack and other four kinds of
leather materials of different textures to create the body of the shoe, showing a different texture and flavor. The shoes will be landed in
recently; No; 74 Berlin designated shops; interested friends can pay more attention to. 

is on behalf of the mixed money! - Air, Jordan, Prime, 5Dunk, Low, new work / Dunk, Low, Pro, Black/New, Slate-Reflective, Silver 

comments on 
last article: "positive hybrid"! - Air Jordan Prime 5 next article: Dunk Low new work / Dunk Low Pro Black/New Silver Slate-Reflective 

Air Losangeles shoe unit The Shoe Surgeon once again focus on fantasy joint fragment design x Jordan 1, bringing this new custom
color matching. With a pair of shoes style, The Shoe Surgeon uses a blue alligator, black grain leather and Italy smooth white leather
three luxury full material design x Air Jordan fragment to reproduce the classic 1 color combinations, also followed by the restored
fragment "lightning" and equipped with Logo white midsole and outsole is blue. It is reported that this custom fragment design x Air
Jordan 1 whole by hand, only limited 11 pairs. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- , 

every day at six, after school, on the way, 1626 micro



after NBA in Nike SB and shoe king "non Dunk" 2009 holiday new season preview exclusive exposure of the Zoom Stefan Janoski,
the notice will be launched in November, now we got more detailed information and pictures, more beautiful, so that everyone can
feel close to the incomparable personal shock. As shown in this picture, this pair of shoes is made of obsidian leather upper with a
slight brown hue, and is equipped with a very eye-catching white sole. For more details, please click on the following pictures, and
like friends, be sure to check out the following highlights of the NBA war king. Source: Battle shoes Wang 

, 
Nike, SB, fall, new Zoom, Stefan, Janoski, details, exposure, Q-Tip, and Talib, Kweli, hip-hop, superstar, hit shoes 

review 
last article: Nike SB fall new Zoom Stefan Janoski detail exposure next article: Q-Tip and Talib Kweli hip-hop superstar hit shoes 

After 
days before the release of the preview picture, Nike and Stussy in today finally officially released a joint Air Max 95 shoes. However,
the design is to present the vamp with olive green, black and deep blue color, collocation with white outsole and transparent cushion.
It is reported that shoes will be landing in November 6th Stussy Chapter stores and online stores. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

why do the boys have no resistance to girls wearing AJ? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 



Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers
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